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Colombia: Still Room for Improvement at Joint T k Force-South's (JTF-S) Joint 
Intelligence Center 





2. Status of Principals' Decision Memorandum (N C) 

(U) Copies of the NSC decision memorandum on Col mbia policy and the draft decision memo 
for the Secretary are attached. 

3. Operational Updates 

S ra In o rations: 19 Dec 01 - 03 Jan 02 
T-65's • Putu ayo Dept (521 ha) 
OV·10's • Caq eta Dept (1252 ha) 

Results to date 19 Dec 00-03 Jan·o2 ... 97 000 ha 
*Bolivar 
.· Narino 

·*cauca 
*Huila 
*Santander 
*Guaviare 
*Putumayo 
*Caqueta 
*Vichada 



Operation Grey Cloud 

• BACNA 3 - Putumayo 
• 14 base labs 
• 2312 kilos Coca leaf 

• BACNA 1 - Putumayo 
• 5 base labs 
• 2200 gallons gas 
• 188 Kg Coca leaf 

Operation Dragon 

• BACNA 1 - Putumayo 
-3Base lab 
-110 gaflons gas 

Detailed Results 

19 Dec 00 - 03 Jan 02 

• 818 labs destroyed: 
21 HCL labs & 798 base labs 

• 119 people detained 

• 155 kilos cocaine 

• 13 kilos crystallized coca 

• 2951 + kilos coca base 

• 130,199 + lbs coca leaf 

• $168,350 (USO Equivalent) 

• 85,772+ gal gasoline/ diesel 
• Essential chemicals 

(various amounts I types) 
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Peace Negotiations Ongoing (U) 

----

� The ongoing negotiations are aimed at developing a detailed timetable for discussions on 
substantive issues: cease fire,

1
rotection of civilians.sop to infrastructure attacks, and an end to 

kidnapping. According to@ Pl 4#the n xt five days will entail negotiations; he 
stressed that there is extreme distrust between the part es. 

Containerized Cargo for Drug Trafficking· Porto Buenaventura 

tS#Nf) While exploiting internal security vulnerabilit es at the port of Buenaventura, Colombian 
drug•trafficking organizations increasingly are using c mmercial maritime shipping cQntainers to 



smuggle cocaine and heroin into the United States. R ·1y avaiJab]e cocaine in western 
Colombia, along with recent interdictions at other Col mbian ports and on fishing boats in the 
eastern Pacific, has made Buenaventura a particularly ttractive port for containerized. drug 
smuggling. 

�8/i'f :ff'' Colombian authorities have made three large ocaine seizures on fishing vessels in the 
eastern Pacific, totaling more than 27 metric tons. A1 ough traffickers still use fishing boats to 

. ship cocaine, they believe 

,Assessment 

�To avoid interdictions in the ports of Carta and Barranquilla, Colombian dmg 
traffickers will rely more on conunercial containeriz shipping from less secure Buenaventlll'a 
to smuggle drugs into the United States. Although tra 1ckers still will use fishing vessels and go-
fast boats to smuggle cocaine and heroin, maritime co tainers will be their choice until Colombia 
improves counterdrug enforcement in Buenaventura. 



2. Principals' Decision Memorandum and Princip Is' Committee Meeting (NSC) 

State has concurred in the Principals' Decision Memo also providing clarification of funding 
requirements figures). 

NSC can update on status of other agencies' respons to the Decision Memo, as well as requests 
for a Principals' Committee Meeting to consider Colo bia issues, especially in light of 
continuing issues. 

SFt;�i:l 
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Colombia: GOC and FARC Reach Agreement (U) 
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� On 20 Januazy, President Pastrana publicly ounced that the Despeje was extended 
until IO April. The future of the Despeje will be reeval ated by the GOC again on 7 April 
pending progress on the negotiations; progress on the n gotiations will be made public. 

�) F ARC must allow political candidates to en the Despeje; International team will 
oversee the peace process; Self Defense forces will be major issue of future discussions; GOC 
will work on the F ARC's social issues agenda. 

� Redeployment of the COLMIL to the Despe e is expected; F ARC continues to 
conduct terrorist acts countrywide. 

¢) Comment: The F ARC must now demonstra e to the international community its 
sincerity or Jose legitimacy. The future of any peace w · 1 hinge on controls over the Self Defense 
forces. 



Seeldnc Solutions to tlle E•er&Y Iafrastructare Cr is (U) 

� Intense insurgent attacks have caused Jong-term di ption in national enecgy distribution 
and severely damaged the local and national economi . The insurgents increasingly favor such 
attacks, and Bogota's response, although innovative, insufficient to solve the problem. 

Energy-Infrastructure Vulnerabilities 

(!/1'@1) In 2001,  attacks left nmnerous crude oil piper es and electric power transmission Jines 
inoperable for weeks and even montbs. Before last , insurgents bombed tho Cano Limon-
Covenas crude oil export pipeline an average of 60 ti annually over a IS-year period. Last 
year, the bombings surged to 169 from January throu November. Similar increases in ........ ..-. 
infrastructure attacks occurred elsewhere, notably in dl-,.a,'l"tm 

Groping for a Strategy 

�e attacks produced staggering .financial losses m unrealized petroleum sales and idle 
factories, forcing Bogota to focus on what some consi an intractable problem. The 
government appeared to pursue a dual-traclc strategy compassing political and security efforts. 
Initially, it tried to negotiate a bombing halt by the ins gent groups, pointing out that such 
attacks violate international humanitarian law. Gov ent officials concentrated mainly on the 
National Liberation Anny (ELN), obtaining a tempo halt to attacks against the crude oil 
pipeline infrastructure in exchange for agreeing to ne · ate. However, the RevolutiODII')' Anned 
Forces of Colombia (F ARC) stepped up strikes against the pipelines, and.the ELN reneged on its 
promile to halt attacks, prompting Bogota to tum mo toward a security strategy. 

Insurgent Gamble: Loss of Pow Creates a Powerless 
Government 

(.QrThe ELN and the F ARC have sought to weaken the 
economy and pressure the gove ent by disabling 
energy-distribution systems. le pipelines reduce 
government revenues and disco ge foreign investment 
Inauraents bomb electric power p Ions, denying power to 
manufacturing plants, halting p uction, and costing 
workers their jobs. Electric pow disruptions also highlight . 
the government's inabi1ity to prot t its citizens. 

�To justify energy-infrastruc 
characterize foreign investment 
resources as ••exploitation." The 
industry and Joca.l govcnunent o 

attacks, insurgents 
Colombia's natural 
N extorts money from 

cials in return for not 



disrupting energy transmission. e group also requires 
those officials to contract with E N-controlled construction 
companies for repairing damage pipelines and pylons. As 
the F ARC has moved into oil-pr: ucing areas, it has taken a 
different approach: unceasingly mbing the pipelines, 
purportedly to divert government attention from other 
regions. 

Oil and the Economy 
(i.4'HP) National oil export reven es usuaJly reach or exceed 
$4 billion annually, but the mone lost from deferred oil 
production illustrates the true cos of the insurgent bombing 
campaign. In 2001 , the worst ye thus far, over 23 million 
barrels slated for transport by the ano Limon-Covenas 
Pipeline were deferr� primarily because of the insurgent 
threat. Moreover, the pipeline w shut down for 240 days, 
exacerbating the unemployment roblem as well as 
increasing security and decontam nation costs . 

..LS'�lF)'(iuerrilla bombings of th Cano Limon-Covenas 
Pipeline have spilled an estimat 1 .  7 million barrels over 
the past several years, compared ith the 260,000 barrels 
spilled by the oil tanker Exxon V ldez. This waste has caused 
extensive environmental damage n both sides of the 
Colombia-Venezuela border. H dreds of thousands of 
barrels a day flow through the 3, kilometers of the three 
major crude oil export pipelines. he second-most-�ombed 
pipeline last year was the 275-kil meter Transandino 
Pipeline, carrying 75,000 barrels day but with considerably 
less impact on national revenues. 

The Path Ahead: Energy and Road Battalions 

(U) Seeking a long-term answer, the Army announced taos to create 10  Energy and Road 
Battalions to protect Colombia's energy infrastruct re. These specially trained battalions 
would free counterguenilla battalions from infrastruc re-security duties . Each Energy and Road 
Battalion wil l have 4 1 45-soldier companies, not coW1t ng officers and NCOs. These writs will 
have more manpower available, compared with the co nterguerrilla battalions, for guarding 
pipelines and electrical pylons. 

Intelligence Provides the Key 



Colombia's Electric Power S tern Under Siege 
...(iir41tf.f4f I he Colombian electrici system, with an estimated 

1 ,500 kilometers of electric pow transmission l ines, faces 
extreme chaJlenges. The practica y unhindered destruction of 
key transmission pylons has subs antially reduced power 
delivery. Repairs to key pylons n w occur rarely, because 
insurgents threaten the crews. G interconnections have 
been blown up, leaving the coun divided into several 
smaller. nearly autonomous grids Distortions in Jocal 
markets have resulted, as regions that normally export 
electricity are cut off from high-c nsumption markets. The 
hardest hit areas include the de ents o 

The increase in 
attacks on the system has delaye sector privatization, owing 
to hundreds of millions of dolJars in lost sales. 

Implications for Future Operations 

�e govenunent's decision to treat the energy-infr tructure crisis as a multifaceted problem 
may lead to a more effective response. To improve the security forces, Bogota examined not 
only methods to secure facilities and reduce attacks bu also the existing �ecurity structure. 
Creating the Energy and Road Battalions allows co nterguerrilla battalions, which are 
designed for offensive operations, to do what they d best - hunt insurgents .  Once all the 
Energy and Road Battalions are created and trained, th newly available counterguenilla 
battalions wilJ have greater flexibility in responding to mergent threats. 
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2. Principals' Decision Memorandum/Principals' ommittee Meeting Developments (NSC) 

NSC will discuss its efforts to obtain DOD and JCS currence to the Decision Memo and the status of the DOD/JCS request for a Principals' Meeti g. 

3. Director Walters Visit (ONDCP) 

ONDCP will review the visit, which apparently went ell .  



> Operation Grey Cloud 

• SACNA 3 - Putumayo 
• 1 4  base labs 
• 2312 kilos Coca leaf 

• BACNA 1 - Putumayo 
• 5 base tabs 
• 2200 galJons gas 
• 188 Kg Coca leaf 

· )> Operation Dragon 

• BACNA 1 - Putumayo 
- 3 Base lab 
• 1 10 gallons gas 

Detailed Results 
19 Dec 00 - 03 Jan 02 

• 818 labs destroyed! 
21 HCL labs & 798 base labs 

• 1 19 people detained 

• 155 ktlos cocaine 

• 13 kilos crystalllzed coca 

• 2951 + kilos coca base 

• 130,199 + lbs coca leaf 

• $1 68,350 (USO Equivalent) 

• 85, 772+ gal gasoline / diesel 

• Essential chemicals 
(various amounts / types) 

• -44,000 hectares sprayed in 
Putuma and Caqueta. 
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(U) Colombia Situation Update 



Presidential Candidates' Views on Counterdrug Is ues 

�/iNFj'l>olling data indicate independent candidate varo Uribe-Velez is ahead in the race for 
president, having distanced himself from his opponen s by taking a stronger stance on security 
issues. Uribe's get-tough policy with insurgents is a ans to attack the drug trade. 

�Bolstered by an electorate tired of stalled pea e negotiations between the government 
and the rebels, Uribe has assumed the lead with a 53- rcent a roval ratin . Earlier, he had 
trailed Liberal Party candidate Horacio Serpa and ind dent Noemi Sanin, but Uribe 
apparently is benefiting from the intransigence of Rev lutionary Armed Forces of Colombia 
(F ARC) guerrillas at the peace table. Moreover, recen F ARC attacks on police stations, power 
pylons, and cities evidently have swayed more voters n favor of Uribe, who supports the latest 
military operation against the FARC, in the fonner D Z. Uribe was a strong critic of the 
Switzerland-sized haven, which he said was a base fo kidnapping, staging attacks, and cocaine 
trafficking. His aggressive rhetoric condemning the p ce negotiations and his promises to 
confront the F ARC militarily undoubtedly prompted e three assassination attempts against him, 
allegedly carried out by F ARC operatives. 

ff,/,qtW) Although Uribe has been critical of President astrana's handling of peace negotiations 
with the insurgents, he su orts Plan olombia' s ove lJ conce t to attack the dru trade. 
However, he prefers expanding existing programs to i elude more assistance for upgrading the 
country's security forces. Uribe has said he would bac aerial spraying of coca leaf and opium 
poppies, but he appears to favor a military solution · ed at reducing the PARC's ability to 
profit from the drug trade iri areas under the group's c ntrol. Believing Bogota must address both 
problems simultaneously, he has hinted at inviting fov ign troops to help defeat the insurgents. 
Uribe 's political base has been the upper class and we lthy ranchers, and he is gaining support 
from the lower classes, who are being hurt by the acti ns of the guerrillas. and paramilitary 
forces. 

(S/.�W) Se a and Sanin su rt coo ration with the nited tates on eradication s ra ·n and 
counterdrug programs to varying degrees. Both have pressed reservations about expanding 
aerial fumigation. citing a greater need for alternative evelopment to provide employment 
opportunities in coca-growing regions. Publicly, Serp and Sanin support Plan Colombia, most 
likely out of fear of repercussions from the intemation community, which provides much of the 
financial assistance for Bogota 's counterdrug progr 

�S1'/Ht•) Serpa, a career politician, has pledged to wor closely with the United States to improve 
cooperation on antiterrorism, counterdrug, and extradi ion issues. Perhaps as a gesture to areas 
affected by spraying, he also said he would like to red ce aerial eradication, but he gave no 
specifics. Serpa may see an opportwtity for intematio al funding for a broader platform; he 
reportedly wants to shift Bogota's cowiterdrug policy ocus away from eradication and toward a 
program that emphasizes combating terrorism and ins rgency. Serpa bel ieves fighting terrorism 
can be more effective in addressing counterdrug issue and wil l  bring Bogota's defense policy 
more in line with that of the United States. 



Plan Colombia: The Pas a Le ac 
�mff'YI'he incoming president will inherit Plan Colombia, 
which still faces formidable obs cles. including bureaucratic 
inefficiency and scarce resource . Plan Colombia is President 
Pastrana's  domestic and foreign licy initiative, started in 
December 2000, to strengthen e coWlt:ry and promote 
peace and prosperity. Its key ele ents include negotiating 
with insurgents, revitaJizing the onomy, increasing 
investment in social programs, d acquiring needed 
equipment for the military. In a ition, the new president 
will take on an insurgency that far has resisted peace 
efforts. 

�Sh'iW) Sanin has not presented a strong antidrug me age and, according to most polls, has a 
slim chance of winning. She is best known for her pos tions on fighting corruption, reducing 
kidnapping, and strengthening the economy. She had oped to capitalize on these themes, which 
Colombians generally see as their most urgent proble s; however, lagging peace negotiations 
and the insurgent attacks have focused public attentio on security issues. 

Assessment 

�/Pfflt As the election nears, eradication spraying m slow as the government focuses on 
securing the DMZ. The incoming president will inheri a counterdrug program that needs 
reenergizing if it is  to attain ·yearend goals .  Whicheve candidate assumes office after the May 
election most likely will seek additional international nds for drug eradication and interdiction, 
as well as for combating insurgents and paramilitaries both heavily involved in the drug trade. 
The candidates' proposals for reduced spraying of coc leaf and opium pqppies may be intended 
for the press and for potential voters in affected areas. onetheless, international pressure, in 
addition to training and technical support, will be esse tial to maintain an aggressive eradication 
spraying program. 

Colombia: A Post- Despeje FARC 

(�The end of the DMZ, locally known as the despeje  profoundly complicates Colombia's 
security s ituation. A recent Revolutionary Armed For of Colombia (FARC) airplane hijacking 
in southern Colombia prompted President Pastrana to nd peace negotiations and begin bombing 
the despeje . The PARC's loss of this haven will  consi erably change insurgent operating 
patterns . With the F ARC weakened aramili taries an dru trafficker will be uick to fill the 
void. 

A Glimpse Into a Post- Despeje Colombia 

�Since January, when the F ARC and Bogota agree to seriously discuss cease.fire timelines, 
the insurgents have launched a campaign of violence d destruction against Colombia's cities 
and infrastructure to pressure the government during ace negotiations. After the government 



agreed on 20 January to prolong of the despeje , the C ambushed many police and Anny 
patrols, attacked the power infrastructure more than 3 times, and stepped up bombings in major 
cities - inflicting minor damage on an aqueduct that upplies much of the water to Bogota. The 
attack against a water delivery system - a blatant vi lation of humanitarian law - has brought 
the conflict to a more radical level. This Jan urb bombin cam ai co Id rtend what 
the FARC will do now that it has lost the despeie. 

Colombia: Couoterdrug Brigade 

�t year, the Anny's Counterdrug Brigade carrie out a series of aggressive raids in coca
rich Caqueta and Putwnayo Departments . These succ ssful operations severely hurt ihe cocaine 
industry in southern Colombia, forcing traffickers to andon processing laboratories and 
curtailing their income. 

� The Counterdrug Brigade operated almost contin usly throughout 2001 � providing ground 
protection to US-supported Colombian National Polic coca•eradication operations and 
sweeping the area for narcotrafficker and insmgent t ets. By patrolling areas of heavy 
insurgent influence, the brigade lent crucial support to coca eradication, minimizing ground fire 
against aircraft spraying 38,000 hectares of coca in Pu ayo. In addition, brigade forces 
destroyed 1 S cocaine hydrochloride (HCI) laboratorie and more than 600 cocaine base 
laboratories, along with tens of thousands of coca se lings and near1y 1 ,000 metric tons of 
processing chemicals. 

� These successes came despite resistance from the evolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia 
(FARC) Southern Bloc and from the United Self-Defe se Group of Colombia (AUC). The 
brigade lost 1 1  soldiers in skirmishes with illegal anne groups, but it claimed the highest 
percentage among Joint Task Force-South (JTF�S) uni s of confirmed kills ( I  68) and captured 
more than 600 FARC and AUC personnel, mainly at I oratories . 

�he brigade has had a major impact on Colombia' cocaine industry. Traffickers apparently 
are abandoning cocaine HCI 1aboratories in Putumayo d establishing them in Narino or other 

SFC�i: 1 



locations outside the brigade 's area of operations. Th F ARC's 48th Front has relinquished 
control of certain areas of Putumayo, and intelligence suggests the group ·s finances have 
suffered owing to the dwindling cocaine-base market. Local AUC forces are feeling the pressure 
as well. Four of the first I O  cocaine HCI laboratories e brigade destroyed were associated with 
the AUC. More traditional trafficking organizations targets as well; brigade forces recently 
helped arrest four important Putumayo money launde ers connected to the Cali Cartel . 

Assessment 
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Brigade Accomplishmtmts in 2001 

Cocaine Ha labs destro,ed 
Q)caill8-bue labs destroyed 
unine HO semd 
Cocaine bue ltUed 
Qxa leaw1 deslrc,ed 
Pnicuaor chemicals destroyed 
Area sec:ured for coca 
eradication 

15 
Mcn than 600  

164 kg 
Z.561  kg 

269.000 lr.g 
97LOOO kg 

3 B.000 ho:tares 
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(U) Colombia Situation Update 

' COLOMBIA - OPERA ION TANATOS 

he�� 
.-ea fl illegal crops tJ1tW in fGlffll!!I' 

- f>OIJPY a-ope inaewd by •  factor of 7 
- Coca c,'owll domled 
- GOC mev use fi� as •QUTientto carmine co and COIN wars 

• Electriclyreu-ns to Sm1 Vi:erm del Ca(J.lan 
- Eledrlcity $BdCI' tltacks hoe cost 
ap..-oxmiblly S1U million (USO) 

• Electionsmayaetch seadyfi:m:e manning 
- GOC plans to deploy 100,008 CNP 

.AUC declare Venezuelan consulates t•oets 

• J2 ASSESSMENT: 
- CoU•al tnat to US IJll"SCD'lel 

-- Direct tb'elt 1D US
a

nonnel and 
•·�� y oermne a gre � s fflllllary 

02 

GEN T:apias confic:l.-lt d me 
eledian 

• (U) During the three years that the ex-Despeje existe , the .surface area of poppy crops 
purportedly grew from 50 to 350 hectares. In similar .f1 hion, coca growth doubled, surpassing 
1 5,000 hectares. GOC may attempt to use the new figu es to strengthen the argwnent to combine 
the CD and COIN efforts . 

. .{ief Analyst Comment: One kilogram of heroin sells r three times as much as a kilogram of 
cocaine in Florida. (DEA - Sep 2001 figures) 

• (U) Power has been restored to the 22,000 residents SVC after one week without electricity. 
Insurgent attacks against the electrical infrastructure h ve cost $ 1 0.9  million {USD) this year 
with 1 30 power pylons and four transfonner and distri ution stations destroyed since I Jan 02 



· �he COLMIL must soon begin dispersing its for es throughout the countryside to support 
security at polling places for the 10 March elections, · ch will inhibit offensive operations in 
the second week of March and further stretch already t ed military financial resources. 

-(U) On February 26, 2002, the AUC contacted the EN ministry of foreign affairs (MF A) and 
informed the MF A that all VEN consulates in COL w uld be considered military targets by the 
AUC, beginning immediately. 

- Note : While VEN has requested CNP protection no tack has been launched against any VEN 
consulate. 

FARC Guerrillas Receive Contingency Orders to 'JI North American Missionaries 



er-rnrT __  .._,, ... _ .  

E8Nfff) Since mid-February, the Colombian govemme t has blamed the F ARC for hijacking a 
commercial airliner, kidnapping a senator and a presid tial candidate, killing a senator, and 
firing on the presidential helicopter. Although the F was likely behind all of these events, 
the possibility exists that, in some cases, another group may be involved and attempting to shift 
the blame to the F ARC. As the F ARC continues its t rist attacks throughout Colombia, US 
interests may become targets. 

2. (U) Regional Topics 

a. Peru ARI Assessment · Talking Points 

• The assessments can be extremely useful for the C untry Teams as they implement their CD 
strategies through a systematic look at resources an capabilities. 

• DOS has been asked by· the AMEMBASSY Panam to do an ARI assessment for them. The 
timeframe is unclear, but it will likely take place b ore the summer. 

• These assessments are being done on an as request d basis, and entail considerable Country 
Team support as well as sizeable SOUTH COM/LE other commitment of resources. A 
Panama assessment wou]d be smaller in scope and horter than Peru due to limited size of 
programs, lack of a military. 

3. {U) Colombia - Pending Issues 

a. Budget Developments, FY 2002 and FY 2 3 - Talking Points 

• At the Deputies Committee meeting of February 20 Undersecretary Feith committed to 
working with Joint Staff and 0MB to identify FYO funding to implement the policy 
decision on training a 2nd CN Brigade. 

• We're sti l l  working what that will involve. I am se ding my staff down to AMB Patterson's 
meeting on the 2nd Brigade in mid-March. I'll hav more details after that. 

• Beyond the 2nd Brigade, the Department•s FY 02 FY 03 CN budget represents a steady 
state but I am in the process of conducting a policy eview of all the CN programs. 



d. Expediting FMS Cases - Talking Points 

• The increase in Force Activity Designator (FAD) m m  to I l in Colombia makes them the 
only Foreign Military Sales (FMS) customer with overall FAD II. 

• �our other countries and NATO have FAD II, b t only for certain units or weapon 
systems. 

• The FAD upgrade applies to priority requisitions s porting readiness of Colombian forces. 

• �he FAD upgrade was granted to support Gove ent of Colombia (GOC) military 
actions against the F ARC. 

• A DoD team, led by DSCA, will be in-country nex week from 10-16  March to review all 
open FMS cases. By reviewing every case, the US and GOC will be able to reprogram 
some financial resources to priority cases. 
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(U) Colombia Situation Update 

' COLOMBIA - OPERA ION TANATOS • 
.._ ___________ ... ________ .... 

• FARC developina Amazonas as a fal l
back eosition anadrug trafficking area 

• FARC Insurgents paint helicopter to resemble 
military aircraft 

• Peruvian Special Forces training two battalions t 
repel FARC fncursions into Loreto Department 

• J2 ASSESSMENT: 

- Coif ateral threat to US personnel 

•• Direct threat to US personnel and 
interest possible if FARC perceive a 
greater involvement by US mll ftary 

SECRET//NOFORN//X1 

Colombia : Guerrillas and Drugs 

1 30900Z Mar 02 

(£(£NFJ Senior leaders of the Revolutionary Armed F rces of Colombia (FARC) control key 
segments of the country's cocaine trade. Even though e government has pushed the FARC out 
of the group's former haven, drug trafficking continue unabated. Several F ARC fronts are 
promoting coca cultivation, managing cocaine proces ·ng, selling drugs for cash, and cutting 
anns deals with international trafficking organizations The F ARC will keep expanding its drug
trade role. 
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FARC Anticipating Eradication 
Operations? 



ScCi<:c, 

Assessment 

-t5/1�� iince 1 998, the F ARC's involvement in the 
extorting money from traffickers and coca fanners. Fo 
sel ling cocaine and heroin to Colombian and intemati 
group's senior leaders. 

g trade has advanced well beyond 
example, the F ARC is expanding into 
al traffickers, with the approval of the 

tsn��Despite overwhelming evidence of their invol ement in trafficking, FARC leaders still 
do not publicly condone the use of drugs. They see dru trafficking as a lucrative way to support 
their goal of toppling the central government. The F C's growing diversification into 
processing and direct negotiations with traffickers pro ides the funds for a broad weapons
procurement program. 

Cocaine-for-Weapons Trafficking Persists 

(S//NF) F ARC-associated traffickers and logisticians k t coordinating cocaine deals after 
security forces reoccupied the despeje (haven) on 22 F bruary. Shortly afterward, a PARC 

FARC 's International Orn� 1 Connections 
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(This chart classified SECRET) 

(U) Colombia Situation Update 

(U) Coca Cultivation Estimates 

(SBU) Overview 

-- - -- --

The CIA's Crime and Narcotics Center (CNC) · ates indicate that coca cultivation 
incrc fro 1 3  2 ha in 2000 to 1 69 800 ha in 2 I .  

US Embassy believes that United Nations Drug ontrol Program {UNDCP) imagery and 
USSOUTHCOM DRUID imagery suggest the CNP es ·mate ofa 1 3  percent decrease, is more 
accurate. 



The CNC, DOS, and the Office of National Dru Control Policy have commissioned an 
independent academic group to review the discrepanci s; findings expected at the end of Mar 02. 

(SBU) CNC Estir,nat�s 

CNC estimates a 25 percent increase in Colombi 

CNC did not estimate any coca cultivation in N in 2000, but found 12, 1 00  ha in 2001 .  
The probability of this much new growth in just one y ar is small .  Slightly more than one-third 
of CNC 's total cultivation increase in 2001 is atlribut to this additional growing area. 

A large increase in cultivation was also noted in e traditional growing areas of the 
Guaviare region. CNC cultivation estimate rose from 6, 1 00  ha in 2000 to S l .600 ha in 2001 .  

Cultivation within the former Revolutionary ed Forces of Colombia (FARC) Despeje 
increased on par with the national level; however, it o ly represents roughly six percent of 
Colombia's total cultivation. 

CNC estimates only a slight decline from 44,900 to 39,400 ha in Putumayo despite an 
aggressive eradication campaign focused there. 

(SBU) CNC Methodology 

CNC bases its cultivation estimates on satellite d aircraft imagery sampling of suspected 
growing areas. Areas that remain in persistent cloud ver cannot be accurately sampled. 

CNC analysts conduct random sampling primari within the suspei;:ted growing areas. to 
produce their estimates. Suspected growing areas are etermined from past surveys, field 
observations, commercial imagery and soil/climate/ge graphic analysis. Coca cultivation 
outside identified suspected growing areas often remai s undetected. 

CNC collects imagery from August through Feb 
and January, to capital ize on superior weather conditi 
schedule, CNC estimates sometimes do not include r 
occurred after the photos were taken. 

� Qther Agency Concerns 

, with most photos taken in December 
s. Because of this imagery collection 
Its of spray eradication operations which 

The CNP• s coca estimates, prepared in cooperati n with UNDCP and based on a 
combination of satel l ite data and overflight observatio s, indicated a 1 3  percent decrease in total 
coca cultivation in 2001 from 163,289 ha in 2000. 

o CNP figures. because of high original estim es, showed a temperate increase in 
cultivation in the last several years fol lowed by last ye 's slight decline. 



o CNC estimates indicate a dramatic rise in c ltivation in the last several years. 

The DOS Air Wing states that CNC estimates of total cultivation do not adequately depict 
the successful and record high amount of coca eradica ed last year. 

o Although DOS does not have a cumulative eans of estimating cultivation, ground 
verification, multi-spectral digital imaging system IS) data, and DRUID studies of 
Putumayo correspond to the DOS Air Wing's  estimat of 77, 1 65 ha eradicated 

o The discovery and inclusion of the cultivati n in Narifto in last year's (2001) estimates 
erroneously depicts a greater increase in total cultivati n. 

Subtracting the DOS Air Wing's eradication esti ate from CNC's 2000 cultivation 
estimate leaves the assumption that 1 1 0,765 ha of coc were planted in Colombia in 2001, a 
highly unlikely estimation. Since young coca plants c ot be detectedr!.._=(

1: ..... · �-.:.....����""'--'-.....JI 
most of the alleged planting must have been complete by early 200 I .  

The US Embassy emphatically believes that CN has underestimated Colombian coca 
cultivation for years as a result of earlier interagency 

(SBU) Assessment 

Detennining the actual amount of coca cultivati n is a highly complex and contentious 
process. 

o CNC and CNP start with different cultivation stimates in CY 2000, and have in fact 
never agreed on the cultivation totals for most of the 1 90's. 

o For example the CNC estimate reflects 1 2,000 ha of "newly discovered" coca in Narifio 
Department, which the CNP had included in their pre ous estimates. 

Neither CNC, nor the CNP have total knowledg of ground truth. 

o CNP primarily uses LANDSAT imagery, au ented by overflights and ground 
intelligence, to anive at their estimates. LANDSAT i agery covers the entire growing area, but 
provides poor resolution. 

o CNC uses high-resolution imagery, but canno image the entire growing area--relying 
instead on statistical sampling of suspect growing are s. Because CNC relies on sampling. 
errors can distort their final results. Additional I if  C d es not sam le a owin area such 
as Narino. it will not be counted. 

CN is further ham ered b the timeframe in w · ch their ima is taken. If imagery is 
taken in September, and eradication takes place in No ember, such as it did in Putumayo, this 
will not be reflected in the CNC estimate or reporting ends. 



- --..-... 
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CNC's ability to collect timely, accurate inform tion would be enhanced with increased 
technological support from tools such as DRUID ima ery. Increased interagency cooperation 
would also make cultivation estimates a less contentio s issue. 

US Embassy has confidence in UNDCP' s L SAT imagery and photo interpretation 
methodology, which forms the basis of the CNP estim te. American Embassy, the DOS Air 
Wing, the CNP, the UNDCP, and believe there is a II, albeit significant, decrease in coca 
cultivation. 

o Evidence suggests that aerial eradication effo have effectively killed a large 
percentage of crops sprayed. 

o Eradication efforts in Colombia have forced g traffickers and growers to relocate and 
replant their crops. 

Panama: Drug Trafficking in Darien and San Blas rovinces 

�olombian uerril]a and aramilit ou s use P amanian border towns for dru and 
arms smuggling and for rest during lulls in fighting. P ama City has responded weakly to these 
incursions for more than 20 years, creating a security acuum that pennits nearly unlimited 
smuggling in the border region. 

(C/fliF) Over the past few years, Colombian guerrilla d paramilitary groups have increased 
illici t·drug and weapons smuggling in Darien and San las Provinces. Panamanian authorities 
have directly linked the Revolutionary Armed Forces fCoJombia (FARC) to cocaine and heroin 
shipments transiting Darien. In 2000, about 820 kilogr s of f ARC-controlled cocaine were 
seized near Puerto Obaldia (San Blas) and Guayabo ( rien). Last year, Colombian paramilitary 

��
s
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may lead to a rise in smuggling alo g the border. 
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Drug-Trafficking Dyn ics 
tefflfl-) Panama is a major node or smuggling cocaine and 
heroin from Colombia to the Uni ed States and Europe. Over 
the past 3 years, about 40 metric ons of cocaine have been 
detected en route to Panama fro Colombia, primarily in 
go.fast boats. Although the amo t of drugs shipped 
through Darien Province is small control of smuggling 
routes is a major point of content on between the FARC and 
the United Self-Defense Groups f Colombia. 
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Assessment 

tBNNf') Confrontations between the PNP, FARC, and 
each force tries to assert eater control in the border r 
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(U) Effects of eration TANAT 
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-e,rfhe ongoing Colombian military (COLMIL) camp ·gn, Operation TANATOS, has forced 
the Revolutionary Anned Forces of Colombia (F ARC) to abandon drug production facil ities in 
the former DMZ. The COLMIL forces in the fonner D Z attacked F ARC drug labs, clandestine 
airstrips and drug storage facilities. COLMil., and Col bian National Police (CNP) forces 
successfully destroyed 7 metric tons (mt} of cocaine 347 mt of precursor ingredients 
found in the fonner DMZ. Colombian forces have also attacked drug cultivation in the fonner 
DMZ. This is the largest successful counterdrug opera on since March 2001 .  Colombia's 
counterdrug police began aerial eradication on 2 and 3 arch by spraying 1 5  hectares (ha) of 
poppy. By 7 March, 75 ha of coca had also been spray . Spray assets were moved to the 
former DMZ from heavily cultivated areas such as Pu yo. 

t@TCOMMENTS: The drug 
infrastructme in and around the 
former DMZ will be disrupted as 
the F ARC suffers the loss of 
cultivation sites, clandestine 
airfields, and drug labs. However, 
the drug cultivation and 
infrastructure found within the 
DMZ is only a portion of the 
F ARC drug industry. The F ARC 
participation in the drug industry 
will continue to supply the 
insurgents with arms and 
munitions despite the government 
retaking of the foIIDer DMZ. 
Operation TANATOS will also 
inhibit continued drug cultivation 
in the region. However, prolonged 
deployment of COLMIL assets in 
the fonner DMZ will increase 
both drug activity in other 
departments and insurgent 
presence in the coca growing 
regions . 
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3. (U) Pending Colombia Issues 

Update on DoD Funding of JTF-South JIC: 

• �DASD(CN) sent out a cable on 26 March agr ing to fund the JiC after the LOA 
between the AMEMBASSY and the Colombian inister of Defense is modified. 

• EB(Modification would legally allow DoD to fun the JIC and would relieve the Colombian 
· MOD from funding responsibility for the remaind of the FY . 

• 

the base and personnel. 

• lf.!/f The MILGP Commander asked that we accept extending the period from end of FY to 
end of CY. 

• (U) No news on the MOA modification. 

2
nd CD Brigade 

• Productive first concept development conference. 

• Training dates and infrastructure requirements can ot be further defined until locations are 
determined. Consideration may be given to procu g long lead time equipment in advance 
of training or basing. 

• Responsibility for sustainment of equipment and in tructure for the brigade needs to be 
defined. 

• Overall Assessment: This was a preliminary confer nee. It is too early to define hard 
requirements or the necessary funding for infrastru ture or equipping. Required training 
funds will be similar to the 1 st brigade; SOF estima es $8-9M 

• Country 1 eam and SOUTH COM will publish an a er action and way ahead soon. Expect 
this week. 

Update on "Caribbean Navy Patrols" (ISA/WHA) 

SOUTHCOM is to conduct an assessment of the operat onal considerations (including concept 
refinement, mission analysis. funding and resource req · rements, course of action development 



for an array of options) .  There was no date provided hen SOUTHCOM would complete the 
assessment and provide this infonnation. 

Additionally, the terms used d "having 
Caribbean countries deploy" are premature considerin this initiative has not been assessed. 

Background: 

Initiative: 
Initiative advanced by.,,,!fffiftllatter realizin the 
had created real and perceived security deficits in the astern Paci c and Caribbean. Proposal 
was a way for the nations of the Western Hemisphere t participate in Enduring Freedom, by 
contributing naval assets to close these security defici in an operation provisionally called 
"Enduring Friendship. " He had infonnally advanced t · s idea with Congressional staffers in 
Nov/Dec 2001 .  

Benefits 
1 . Plugs real gaps in the security perimeter of the US d its hemispheric allies. 
2. Makes Western Hemisphere nations substantive, no merely symbolic, stakeholders in 
Enduring Freedom. 
3. Low-cost, high value-added platfonn to build a stro g, new, pro-US security identity among 
Western Hemisphere nations. 
4. Advances interoperability and readiness of Western Hemisphere navies and command 
structures. 
5. Showcases the .. New Relationship with Latin Ame · a" that is a key goal of President Bush. 

Concept of Operations 
1 .  Structure. Enduring Friendship would be a multinat onal naval patrolling operation. melding 
operational lessons of the UNITAS exercise with struc al concepts drawn from 
STANAVFORLANT and JIATF-East. 

2. Mission. The mission of Enduring Friendship would be preventive: "to ensure freedom of 
navigation, standby for humanitarian and disaster reli , and safeguard basic security on the 
high seas" of the areas of operation. 

Suggested operations might include: 
Routine presence and surveillance. 
Cross-decking naval personnel 
Underway replenishments and vertical replenis ents 
Surface Action Group tactics 
Search and rescue/Combat search and rescue tr ining 
Cross-platform helicopter operations . 
Meteorological warning/advisory support, espe ially in Caribbean 
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Funding Issues 
Requirements. This operation draws on existing asse , structures, and systems and is intended 
to provide relief for US assets. The chief funding issu s wilJ concern operations (especially fuel 
costs) and personnel. Another issue concerns the lega constitutional requirement of some Latin 
American nations to pay a per diem (known as viatica ) to military personnel deployed outside 
their borders beyond a given length of time. 

4. (lJ) Interdiction/Eradication/Development 

Nari no Dept 1 ,985.72 ha 

* Caqueta De t : 954.19 ha 

* Huila Dept: ,288.5 ha (Poppy) 

* Cauca 

* Caque 

* Cesar 

a YTD 
18% 

DEPARTMENTS 

* Huila 

Nartno 

* Putumayo 

* Santander 

* Vichada 

* Guavlare 

POPPY GOAL 
1 IIOO HA 

aYTD 
23"1. 
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HA 2- PulUmtyo 
13 but fabl  
7,220 lbl coca IHf 
Two• FARC Insurgent, capb.lred 
One 48"' FARC lnugent Idled 

• NA 3 - Putumayo & Clquata 
• 21 bnt labs 
• 20,425 lbs coca luf 
• Four ... FARC intUrgentS kBltd 
• Two 1P FARC lnsurgentll capblred 
• 11.6 kllol coca base Mizld 

• 923 Jabs destroyed: 
21 HCL labs & 902 bue labs 

• 123 people detained 
• 177  kilos cocaine 
• 3,023 + kilos coca blle 
• 172,556 + lbs coca teat 
• $168,350 (USO Equlvatentl 
• 100,676+ gal gasoline / dleHI 
• Essential chernfca!s 

(various amounts / typesJ 
• -60,071 hectares coca sprayed 

in Puluml'IO and Caqueta 
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JTF-S 

COCA LEAF 
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(U) Top Presidential Candidate Unharmed in Expl sion 

(U) On 1 4  April, Colombian presidential candidate AI aro Uribe escaped injury, after a bomb 
exploded during an apparent attempt on his life. Repo edly, the explosives were packed into a 
bus parked in a central marketplace of the northern cit of Barranquilla and detonated as Uribe 
and an entourage traveled by. The explosion killed thr e people and injured 1 3  others, 
including five of  Uribe's escorts. The candidate's anno ed vehicle managed to pass in front of 
the bus seconds before it exploded, but sti ll received s vere damage. The blast was triggered by 
remote control. There was no immediate claim of resp nsibi lity from any armed groups, but 
security sources say their leading suspect is the Revol ionary Anned Forces of  Colombia 
(FARC). The attack came three days after suspected F C guerrillas kidnapped 1 2  state 
legislators from an assembly meeting in the city of Cal by posing as bomb squad officers 
helping to evacuate them. Government troops are sti ll king for the politicians, believed to 
being held in the mountains outside the city. 

J/t) COMMENTS : The F ARC is likely involved and h ve been blamed for past assassination 
attempts against the presidential candidate. The blast i believed to be the third assassination 
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attempt on Uribe, who is the front runner in Colombia' leadership elections next month. Last 
January police arrested two snipers in the northern city of Medellin, who said they were planning 
to assassinate Uribe. In September� four alleged F ARC members were arrested in a plot to put a 
suitcase containing Bibles stuffed with explosives at a eeting place in Bogota. Uribe has 
consistently topped polls in Colombia, with more than 5% of voters preferring him to other 
candidates running in the 26 May election. Though a ember of Colombia's Liberal Party, the 
F ARC considers him right wing, because of his percei ed support for paramilitary groups . 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Seven bombings In Bogota in last two days · (�':
1 i\: 

., •• • .i--;;� 

Urban targeting continues ;,'ii; }, 
... . 4� ... ,:. ·· 

Ecuador Ministry of Government to abandon ·). · ·• ';/ :�-
Immigration prntocols with Colombia 

· 
�;: .. 

Dubfin: Irish Times reports that IRA has give 
arms training to the FARC 

J2 ASSESSMENT: 
.. Collateral threat to US personnel 

Direct threat to US personnel and 
interest possibte if FARC perceive a 
greater involvement by US mil itary 

SECRfI11ttOFti Al I, "r -

F ARC Bombings Intensify (U) 

(SBU) On 6 April, ongoing wave ofFARC bombings egan 

100i0GZ Apr 02 

(SBU) Numerous innocent civilians killed; obvious bi by FARC to spread terror and make 
GOC appear impotent in nm up to May presidential el ctions 
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(SBU) In the last 1 2  months, FARC has assassinated at least 1 2  of GOC's bomb technicians, 
making innocent Colombians more defenseless against ARC bombs 

(SBU) FARC bombing techniques notably "improved" allowing Provisional Irish Republican 
Anny (PIR.A) Professionals arrival into ex-Despeje in 1998 

(SBU) In Reftels, 1 . 75 million USD is requested to pro ide equipment and training through 
Embassy ATF 
(SBU) Comment: F ARC is using new tactical sophisti ated bombing techniques to murder as 
many police and innocent bystanders as possible, techn ques likely learned from PIRA trainers 
entering the ex-Despeje over the past three years. FAR is now attempting to decimate the 
GOC's small corps of professional bomb technicians. lacks the bomb robots, anti-bomb 
suits, explosives information clearinghouse, and mode training necessary to respond to the 
current wave of bombings. 
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(U) Leading Presidential Candidate Criticizes Military 
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(U) The leading presidential candidate Alvaro Uribe re ently criticized the Colombian military 
for being continuously slow to respond to insurgent att cks. His comments followed a 2-day 
siege of a police outpost, during which the Colombian ilitary provided air support to the 
beleaguered policemen, but could not reinforce the g son with ground forces before the 
attackers retreated. General Enrique Mora responded to Uribe's criticism with a statistical report 
lauding recent military actions against the insurgents .  ora also stated that even though the 
Army is perfonning almost impossible feats in defense f Colombia. 
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